
EPISODE 1
The first month of this year long journey

will focus more on the orientation of the

club, where you will get to know about

our online platform. Apart from that the

other sessions will focus exploration of

our Solar system. In the first month of

this beautiful journey we will begin with

our own Sol family, where we will get to

know about the Sun, planets, and size

difference between them. 

EPISODE 3

Do you know that Earth has only 1

natural satellite and it is also called the

nearest neighbor to Earth. Well in this

month we will be exploring our

nearest neighbor Luna!. There are

series of missions sent to it. Luna is not

the only Moon in our solar system,

there are many more Moon revolving

other planets
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EPISODE 2
The journey to know more about

the celestial rendezvous cannot

start further if we do not explore

more about our home planet Earth.

In this month we will be exploring

more about the planet Earth, its

feature, and the invisible blanket

covering Earth.

EPISODE 4

Now moving ahead in this journey,

the club members will get to know

more about the different stars in

the sky. These stars are millions of

light years away from us and they

make beautiful pattern in the sky

called constellations. Lets know

more about them in this month.

Each Episode (or monthly cycle) has 4 weekend sessions, which will be

conducted on each weekend. Apart from those there will be 2 extra sessions

such as sky next month and doubt clearing session, which will be conducted

once a month but dates can varry. 



EPISODE 7
All humans have eye to see. Well this is

true but do you know out their in space

there is a big telescope which is also

known as eyes of Earth! Yes, there is a big

telescope in space which provides us

beautiful images of outer Space.

Telescopes are not only used in space

but are also used to observe things from

Earth. In this episode we will be

discussing about the telescopes, their

types, parts, and obervation as well.

EPISODE 9

There are some natural phenomenons

which occurs in Space or places

outside the Earth. Do you know that if

there are Quakes on Moon then what it

will be called? Well these things do

exist in different planets and not only

this but there are many more such

astronomical events which exist in our

solar system , which we will explore in

this month.

EPISODE 8
In the previous episode we

discussed about the telescopes,

their types, parts and how to do

observation using them. In this

episode we will be discussing about

some famous telescopes which are

important in astronomy such as the

radio telescope, hubble space

telescope, and James Webb Space

telescope. 

EPISODE 6
In our world, there are some amazing

and very rarer celestial occurrences

that occurs due to the movement of

the Earth or the Moon around the

Sun. These events are beautiful in its

own way and are called eclipses. In

this episode we will focus on all types

of eclipses and the reasons behind its

occurrences. 

EPISODE 5
Do you know that the only natural

source of light in our solar system is the

Sun. There are many interesting

concepts that happens because of the

Sunlight and they are shadows, eclipses,

etc. In this month we will be exploring

more about them and will also make a

beautiful periscope.



Live Interactions: Individuals will be interacting with eminent Astronomers,
Astronauts and scientists all across the globe.
Unequivocal: It is important to understand each and every concept clearly and
to upgrade their minds by interacting with the people of same age groups
therefore, we will be having doubt clearing session every month.
Global Exposure: Students will get global platform and will be participating
and interacting in the LIVE webinars with the people all over the world,
international competitions and events.
Gamification: Students will be attaining a badge after completing certain task
that are provided to them to attain a level badge.
Each session shall be filled with
Live interactions and videos
Live exciting demonstrations & hands on activities
Q and A session
DIY activities
Use and training of software’s, apps and technology
Handouts and further reading resources
Complete a quest, get a skill and earn your badge 
Quizzes and assessments and much more…

Each participant shall receive an E- Certificate after completion of the
program.

 

EPISODE 10

In this club, till now we have learnt

about planets, outer space, astronauts,

and many more thing which are there

outside the Earth but it is very important

for us to know the history of astronomy.

In this month, we will explore the

ancient astronomy, where we will get to

know about the ancient astronomers

and their method of doing astronomical

observations. 

EPISODE 12

 In the last episode of this year long journey, the members will get to know

how to do astronomical observations. They will be introduced to a

simulating software i.e. stellarium, where they can plan their any

astronomical observations. 

In case of any doubts call  9311377223 or ask your question on any of our
social media channels

EPISODE 11
The year long journey is almost coming

to an end. In this second last month of

astronomy, we will discuss about some

famous astronomers, space scientist,

and astronauts, who have provided

notable contribution in the field of

astronomy.
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